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Abstract 

The need for statistically literate society brings the need to broaden the scope of statistics 
education beyond mere numbers, formulas and calculations. The students need to be able to 
comprehend the world around them statistically. The difficulty the students experience 
during inferential statistics becomes another problem to tackle. Therefore, a new topic 
called Informal Inferential Reasoning arises; centering around introducing inferential 
statistics in early education by focusing on informal aspects of it. A set of learning activities 
is designed through Realistic Mathematics Education (RME) approach to support 7th grade 
students in developing this reasoning. This paper describes a specific aspect of this study, 
which is the use of dot plots. Dot plots is a type of data representation that is rarely used in 
statistics education in Indonesia. However, existing researches have shown that dot plot is 
helpful to help students analyzing graph visually.  Design research was used as the research 
approach. Six students of the 7th grade of Laboratory Junior High School of State University 
of Surabaya (SMP Lab UNESA) were involved in the teaching experiment. The results show 
that dot plots do help students to see data as an aggregate by visually exhibiting the 
characteristics of the data set, thus helping the students when comparing sample to 
population or vice versa; a process that is an inherent part of informal inferential statistics.  
 
Keywords:   informal inferential statistics, dot plots, realistic mathematics education, 

design research.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Moore (as cited in Gal, 2002) stated that data, variation, and chance are universal and 

ever-present parts of daily life. Modern citizens are bombarded with statistics used by 

politicians, researchers, and companies in an effort to strengthen their arguments, on a 

daily basis. Therefore, at some point in their life an adult in modern society will be in a 

situation where they are demanded to be a consumer or a producer of statistical 

information, and they need statistical literacy to handle this situation effectively. 

However, the current way statistics being taught at school does not guarantee that the 

graduates will possess sufficient skill and knowledge than can classify them as being 

statistically literate. One of the causes is the traditional way statistics being taught in 

school, which focuses too much on procedures and computation (Garfield & Ben-Zvi, 

2004). The focus on procedures and computation is underpinned by an expectation that 

the answer should be unique, correct, and numerical, while in reality, Statistics is far from 

that.  
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One of the topics in Statistics proven to be difficult for students to learn is inferential 

statistic. In most countries, including Indonesia, students in elementary and secondary 

education are only exposed to descriptive statistics which rarely goes beyond computing 

average and interpreting graphs, while inferential statistics is only introduced in tertiary 

level (Makar & Rubin, 2009; Rossman, 2008). The separation between these two broad 

categories of statistics, namely descriptive and inferential, is identified as the cause 

because the students are found to be unable to link inferential statistics to the descriptive 

statistics they have learned in the previous education level. Aside from that, the 

procedure and algorithm oriented way statistics being introduced to students also 

encourage an overly deterministic sense about statistics, which leads to the difficulty in 

dealing with the probabilistic nature of inferential statistics (Zieffler, Garfield, Delmas, & 

Reading, 2008). 

The solution proposed to deal with this problem is informally introducing inferential 

statistics in the earlier stage of the students’ education, by focusing on the underpinning 

aspects of it. This is known as informal inferential statistics (IIR). 

Some studies already show promising result in developing IIR. Because IIR is something 

that develops very gradually, it is impossible to for students to completely possess it only 

by enrolling them in a few lesson (A. Bakker, personal communication, April 24, 2015). 

Bakker and Gravemeijer (2004) showed that 7th graders can develop the concept of 

distribution through informal ways of reasoning. Ben-Zvi, Gil, and Apel (2007) explored 

the possibilities of developing IIR for 6th grade by using data generator software. Both 

study noted that the students start to produce statements that address the elements of 

IIR. However, these researches are also very dependent in the use of computer software. 

In Indonesia, where most public schools are generally not well-equipped with computers 

and internet connection, the use of computer software is impractical.  

In order to make inference about a population from a sample, students have to conceive 

the idea of sample and population. This idea has to be supported by other statistical idea 

such as the ability of a sample to represent population (representativeness), effect of 

sample size, sampling process, and randomization. Since IIR encourages students to 

employ their informal knowledge, problems with meaningful context and activities will 

suport their reasoning.  

Another important thing to be considered is the type of data representation. The use of 

data-generator software, although making learning easier and more interactive, is 

impractical in classrooms unsupported by computers and internet connection.  

Constructing graph by hand, on the other hand, is quite time-consuming and error-prone. 

Dot plots is chosen because it is fairly simple to construct, one of the simplest data 

representation there is. Aside from that, by using dot plots the students can see the 

patterns and distribution in data clearly.  

The aim of this study is to design instructional materials to support Indonesian students 

in developing informal inferential reasoning by focusing on developing these four ideas, 
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by using dot plots as data representation. The study focuses on the 7th grade students in 

Indonesia. The research question of this study is formulated as follow, “How can 7th grade 

students be supported to develop informal inferential reasoning?.” This paper will focus the 

use of dot plots as one of the way to support students in developing IIR.  

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

Informal Inferential Reasoning 

In Statistics, two broad categories can be distinguished: descriptive and inferential 

statistics (Walpole, 1995). Descriptive statistics is only about the data in hand, while 

inferential statistics makes generalization beyond said data. Informal inferential statistics 

is proposed as a way to deal with the difficulty the students have when learning 

inferential statistics. It is a relatively new topic in statistics education, hence a general 

consensus about definition and framework is yet to be reached. Some researchers, 

however, have formulated definitions built around their respective studies. One of them 

is definition by Ben-Zvi, et al. (2007) which defines informal inferential statistics as 

“cognitive activities involved in informally drawing conclusions or making predictions 

about “some wider universe” from patterns, representations, statistical measures, and 

statistical models of random samples, while attending to the strength and limitations of 

the sampling and the drawn inference” (p. 2).  

Makar and Rubin (2009) suggested three key principles that are essential in making 

statistical inference informally: (a) generalization beyond the data, (b) the use of data to 

back up this generalization, and (c) the employment of probabilistic language (statement 

of uncertainty) in describing this generalization.  

Developing Informal Inferential Reasoning 

Grade 7 students in Indonesia have not been introduced to the idea of sample and 

population, therefore the main statistical idea that the students have to possess in order 

to develop are definitely sample and population. Some researchers have expressed the 

importance of learning about sample and population (Rubin, Hammerman, & Konold, as 

cited in Ben-Zvi et al., 2007). This very concept can be broken down into the following 

sub-ideas.  

1. A part of a set of data can contain characteristics of the whole, hence representing 

them (sample representativeness). 

2. The bigger this set of data is, the more likely it represents the whole (effect of sample 

size).  

3. For a really big set of data, it is impractical to take all data into account (the need for 

sampling).  

4. All member of population must have an equal chance to be picked as sample 

(randomness).  
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Dot Plots 

Dot plots are one of the simplest statistical chart, initially exist as a hand-drawn graph to 

depict distribution (Wilkinson, 1999). They are useful for moderately sized data as well 

as to highlight clusters, outliers, range, and other characteristics (Wilkinson, 1999). Dot 

plots is used because it is fairly easy to construct without computer software, hence it is 

suitable to be used in classroom environment that is not supported by computers and 

internet connection. Because all the characteristics of data are shown quite clearly, the 

students are also encouraged to analyze the data visually instead of being dependent on 

formulas. 

Realistic Mathematics Education 

The instructional material developed in this study is designed using Realistic 

Mathematics Education approach. The idea was conceived by Hans Freudenthal 

(Gravemeijer, 1994) a Dutch mathematician, initially as his contribution to reform the 

way Mathematics being taught in Netherlands, from ready-to-use to student-built 

concept. It is adapted in Indonesia into Pendidikan Matematika Realistik Indonesia (PMRI).  

METHOD 

The main goal of this study is to develop instructional material intended to support the 

development of informal inferential reasoning in grade 7 students. Hence, this goal leads 

to innovation, as in new ideas about teaching Statistics in Indonesian secondary school. 

The final product is teaching material and an accompanying theory on how this material 

work in developing IIR, ready to be used by teacher in their respective classroom. 

In accordance to the aim of this study, design research is chosen as the research approach. 

Bakker and Eerde (2013) stated that design research aims at developing theories about 

domain-specific learning as well as its accompanying instructional material. Every cycle 

of design research is conducted in 3 phases (Bakker & van Eerde, 2013), namely 

preparation and design, teaching experiment, and retrospective analysis. The 

instructional material is prepared in the first phase and implemented in the second phase. 

The result of teaching experiment is analyzed in the third phase by comparing it to the 

HLT (hypothesized learning trajectory) which is the conjectured students’ response. The 

result contributes to the researcher’s knowledge on what already known about Informal 

Inferential Reasoning in Indonesian secondary school education setting, which is the 

foundation the HLT is built at, and leads to whether or not the execution of another cycle 

is necessary. 

This study in particular was conducted in Laboratory Secondary School of State 

University of Surabaya. The designed learning materials consist of 7 activities, 

implemented over the span of 4 meetings. In the end of learning sequence, the students 

is presented with a mini research, in where they are expected to use all the big ideas they 

already learned over the course of the lessons. The complete learning trajectory is shown 

in figure 2. 
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The study was conducted in two cycles. To cater the purpose of this paper, the following 

section only focus on the second meeting in the first cycle. The statistical idea developed 

in this meeting is the sample representativeness and effect of sample size. The 

participants involved were Dimas, Raffi, Sirril, Sinta, Adinda, and Wulan. They work in 

group of 2. The data collected from the meetings are video registrations and the students’ 

written work.  

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

This section will be organized as follows. First, we will describe what the students learn 

in the previous lesson to set a starting point for the current lesson. This will be followed 

by the learning goals of the second lesson, as well as the accompanying activities and the 

conjecture of students’ reaction. Further, we will explain the actual learning trajectory, as 

in how the class discussion went in reality. The actual and hypothetical learning 

trajectory will then be compared, closed with the conclusion and discussion.  

Meeting 1 is basically designed as a chance for students to recall what they have learned 

about Statistics in 6th grade.  The context is finding a suitable length of Scout staff for 

students in grade 7. In order to do that, they have to find the typical height of the students 

in their class and decide what length will be suitable for them.  

The notion about central tendency becomes a major discussion in this meeting. Even 

though the students are already familiar with the idea, average was introduced to them 

algorithmically as arithmetic mean, meaning that the students knows average as the way 

it is calculated and not as what it represents. The discussion about typicality in this lesson 

encouraged them to think of average as more than just the ‘add and divide’ formula.  

The students put the collected data into inventory (table) and then represented them in 

the form of dot plot.   There were two dot plots produced by each group in this lesson, 

named the group chart and the class chart (Figure 3). In the first activity, they created a 

dot plot from a certain number of data, depends on what asked in their respective 

worksheet. This is the group chart. In the second activity, they created a dot plot from the 

data of the whole class. This is the class chart.  
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Figure 3. The group charts and the class chart 

The main task of lesson 1 is to describe and analyze the dot plots. The students are asked 

to elaborate what they know about the height of the students in their class based on their 

dot plot, as well as to find the typical value.  When asked about the typical height (in 

Bahasa Indonesia: tinggi kebanyakan siswa), the students’ strategy is to find the modal 

clump (modal values) in the dot plot.  

The statistical idea intended to be developed in Lesson 2 is sample representativeness 

(“a part of data can represent the whole”) in Activity 2.1 and effect of sample size (“the 

bigger this part of data, the more likely it represent the population”) in activity 2.2. The 

context for the first activity is the disappearance of the class chart while the Scout staff 

factory specifically asked the report to include the chart. The solution is to include the 

group chart instead. The task for students is to find the group chart that can represent 

the class chart the best. The problem can be summarized as follows. 

The report about students’ height measurement will be sent to the Scout staff 
factory. However, the class chart is lost! The factory won’t accept the report 
without any chart though. Thankfully, each group still has their own group chart. 
Now your task is to find out which group chart can represent the class chart the 
best, meaning the group chart from which you can acquire the same information 
as you do from the class chart.  
1. Which group chart can represent the class chart the best? 
2. Which class chart can represent the group chart the best? 

The students were provided a table where they can note down their observation of all 

three group charts. The first conjecture for this activity was that they would analyze the 

both dot plots visually and chose the group chart whose characteristics match the class 

chart the best. The second conjecture was the students would compare the dot plots 
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based on their shape and chose the group chart whose shape the most similar to the class 

chart. 

As predicted, the students analyze the dot plot visually to find the characteristics of the 

set of data. The students use the same strategy when asked about the typical height (in 

Bahasa Indonesia: tinggi kebanyakan siswa) and average height (in Bahasa Indonesia: 

tinggi rata-rata), which is to find the modal clump (modal values) in the dot plot. As found 

in the previous meeting, unless asked specifically to use the formula of arithmetic mean, 

the students think of average as the typical value or mode. The preferred choice of using 

modal value as measure of central tendency is definitely encouraged by the use of dot 

plot as data representation, meaning when using different representation, the students 

will probably use different measure. However, we can interpret that the dot plot did 

helped the students to construct the notion of central tendency, so the notion of average 

no longer means ‘add-and-divide.’ 

  
1. The group chart that represent the class 

chart the best is the group chart 2. The 
reason is because there are more female 
students than male and the male students 
are taller.  

2. The group chart that represent the class 
chart the worst is group chart 1. The reason 
is because it does not look like the class 
chart.  

1. The group chart that represent the the class 
chart is the group chart 2. The reason is 
because the shape is similar to the class 
chart’s. 

2. The group chart that represent the class 
chart the worst is the group chart 3. The 
reason is because the shape is not similar to 
the class chart’s 

Figure 5. Example of students’ worksheet from activity 2.1 

In comparing both dot plots, the students did it by matching the characteristic. Dimas and 

Rafi, however, used shape (Figure 5). The context for Activity 2.2 is making the least 

representative group chart to be more representative. The problem for activity 2.2 can 

be summarized as follows. 

The chart of group 3 is the chart that represents the class chart the worst. In the 
box, you will find data you have not inserted into the chart yet. 
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1. Add 5 more data values to the chart. What can you notice? 
2. Add 8 more data value to the chart. What can you notice? 
3. As the number of data inserted into the group chart get closer and closer to 

the total number of students in the class, what is your conclusion? 

The teacher collected the additional data values by herself, read it aloud, while the 

students inserted it to the chart of group 2, which is agreed to be least representative. The 

conjecture of this activity is quite straightforward. As the number of data gets closer and 

closer to the total number of students the class, students can see that the group chart 

starts to look more like the class chart. Transcript 1 shows how the discussion goes when 

the students were adding the data value, while figure 6 shows the transformation of 

group chart 3. 

Fragment 1 

1. Researcher : Are you guys done? Okay. The second one is Ita, she is a girl, 
157 cm. 

2. Sinta : It’s rising! 
3. Sirril : It’s got promoted. 
4. Wulan : Ummm, 158 is the most *unknown* now … 
5. Dimas : It’s just the same! 
6. Researcher : the third one is Rudi, he’s a boy, 158 cm. 
7. Researcher : Okay, the data added up 5 more points, what can you 

notice? 
8. Wulan : 157 is the tallest one, but … 
9. Researcher : Is the shape better than before? 
10. Adinda : Yes 
11. The others : It’s better! 
12. Sirril : Much better, miss, it rose. 
13. Researcher : What aspect is being corrected? Can you find the typical 

value now? 
14. Adinda : 157 .. 
15. Researcher : 157-158, right? It’s getting closer (to the class chart), right? 
16. Researcher : Okay, so the number is adding up and getting closer to the 

number of students in the class. What can you notice? 
17. Sirril : The heights, is starting to be more visible, it’s starting to 

look like *the class chart* 

Based on the transcript, it is quite evident that the students were able to see that the 

chart of group 3, which started out to be quite ‘flat’, was starting to look more and 

more like the class chart. The students used word like ‘rise’ and ‘promoted’ to 

address the construction of the modal clump. Because now they could determine 

the typical value, as opposed as the initial shape of group chart 3, they also stated 

that the shape was much better than before. Therefore, it can be interpreted that the 

students are starting to conceive the notion that the bigger the part of data, the more 

likely it resembles the whole. 
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Figure 6. Transformation of group chart 3 

CONCLUSION 

Being able to visually singling out the characteristics of data set support students in 

comparing dot plot easily, which leads to the notion that one, smaller set of data can 

represent the bigger one as long as it gives same information. The easy construction 

of dot plot also support students in growing sample activity. Therefore, to conclude, 

the use of dot plot helps students in developing the idea of sample 

representativeness and sample size, two of a series of big ideas that support the 

emergence of informal inferential reasoning. 

Context is inherent part of statistical problem, because data cannot be a stand-alone 

number and must contain a certain story behind it. Therefore, the choice of context 

is really important. The use of height measurement as a context in the problem was 

initially decided to ensure the variability of the data, but it is advised to use 

measurement that is more familiar for the students, like shoe size or weight.  
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Figure 2. The learning line 
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